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How Will The Government Shutdown Affect The
Mortgage and Housing Markets?

It's nearly impossible to consume any news these days without coming across the
government shutdown. As of Friday afternoon, the shutdown looks like it will be a thing.  Even if it's miraculously avoided in
the 11th hour, we can still discuss some objective questions and conclusions about shutdowns in general.  As always, we're
not interested in the politics of the matter--just the question of whether or not the housing and mortgage market should care.

First off, it's extremely difficult if not impossible to predict a shutdown's impact on various sectors because we simply don't
have a large body of evidence.  There are really only two examples of extended shutdowns in the present century.  Let's take a
look at both through the lens of everyone's favorite interest rate benchmark, the 10yr Treasury yield.
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In both cases, yields had recently reached long-term highs and had begun to move back down.  In the 2013 example, the
shutdown seemed to get in the way of that trend.  In the 2018/19 example, the shutdown seemed to accelerate that trend. 
Ultimately, removing the red sections from each chart leaves the bigger picture narrative very much unchanged.

If there was only one thesis for the shutdown's impact on rates, it would be that they don't really matter--especially in the
bigger picture.  That may seem like a hasty conclusion based on two quick charts, but let's consider the following:

The shutdown had the opposite impact in each chart
The 2018 example occurred during a time of year that traditionally sees weird behavior in markets
The most popular and plausible theories arrive at opposite conclusions
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Popular and plausible theory number 1: economic uncertainty for consumers, restricted growth, etc.

This one is pretty simple.  A shutdown restricts economic activity to some extent.  Masses of government employees are
delayed in receiving paychecks and thus cannot go out and spend money in the economy.  Non-government employees whose
work or play depends on government agencies are also on hold during the shutdown.  With a slower economy generally being
correlated with lower rates, this theory is that the shutdown is good for rates.

Popular and plausible theory number 2: economic uncertainty for investors, restricted revenue, increased Federal borrowing,
etc.

This one is definitely more complex.  In this case, we're not as worried about the slower economic growth because it is
thought to be offset by other factors that push rates higher.  First off, lower consumption relating to government employees
and closed agencies is technically delayed as those employees will eventually be paid.  Moreover, furloughed employees are
able to seek part time employment during a shutdown which means they'd have more income than normal by the time the
shutdown ended.

On an even more objective level, this theory also focuses on tax revenue.  Depending on the size of the shutdown, revenue can
drop by billions of dollars.  This is important to rates because lost revenue is generally recouped via increased Treasury
borrowing.  Higher "supply" of Treasuries means that Treasury prices are lower and rates are higher, all other things being
equal.  Notably, this dynamic would take quite a while to come out in the wash, and it could certainly be offset by factors from
"theory 1," but Treasury supply is one of the most objective factors we can measure surrounding a shutdown.

Impact on government mortgage loans

There could be some headaches and delays in the processing of some FHA/VA/USDA loans, but as far as we know today, the
core functions of these government housing programs will not be shut down.  The delays would not be a factor for the
average FHA/VA/USDA loan.

The one and only obvious impact for financial markets and rates: UNCERTAINTY

For rates and markets, there are far bigger motivations for movement than the presence of the government shutdown. 
Ironically, the shutdown means that those motivations are on radio silence.

We're talking about the major economic reports that come out each month--things like the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and
the big jobs report (officially referred to as "The Employment Situation").  

Several of these big ticket reports are due out in the coming week.  It has already been decided that the reports will not be
released if there is a shutdown.  Moreover, data collection efforts for future reports would also be impacted.

This couldn't come at a worse time for rates.  Resilient economic data paved the way for mortgage rates to hit multi-decade
highs this week.   
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And now the shutdown means we can't even hope to see slightly less resilient data in the coming week. Moreover, after the
shutdown, the subsequent data might be taken with a grain of salt due to constraints on the data collection process.

There are still several economic reports that are well regarded, but not dependent on government data collection.  That's
either a blessing or a curse depending on the outcome of the data.  Either way, the impact could be magnified due to the
absence of the government data.  If the remaining reports continue conveying resilience or strength, rates could continue to
face upward pressure.
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